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Forensic genealogy: some serious concerns.

The use of genealogy to identify murderers is not new, as Chris Phillips has discussed in his accompanying piece: but the risks of false identification and intrusion into privacy is obvious to all. A false Y chromosome STR match in the case of Chen Long-Qi, for example, led to him being wrongly imprisoned in Taiwan for four years (1). As the direct-to-consumer (DTC) genomic industry has expanded significantly as a consequence of the decreasing costs of large scale SNP typing, so the industries’ ability to identify close and more distant relatives within its databases has shifted the emphasis to the use of autosomal loci. Indeed, one DTC supplier, Ancestry, stopped their Y-chromosome and mitochondrial DNA typing service in 2014. Nevertheless, using this approach to uncover relatives may not be that simple if the relationship is more distant: the number of familial relationships increase exponentially so that we have almost 1000 fourth cousins and close to 5000 fifth cousins, only a proportion of whom will be on any given database. To validate the links, genealogists use powerful triangulation techniques to identify shared segments, but searching for an identity where DNA is the sole source of the information is likely to require the significant use of more traditional genealogical methods.

As forensic geneticists, we did not consider the methodology used to identify Joseph DeAngelo as being of particular concern, despite warnings from those with an interest in genomic privacy (2). We are familiar with the inherent difficulty of being able to obtain sufficient cellular material at a crime scene for analysis, though semen is perhaps a notable exception, and sexual homicides provide fertile territory for the approach used in the case of DeAngelo. The detailed linking information available in a genealogy database is, of course, private to those directly concerned, and DTC companies increasingly provide information about how they protect the privacy of the individual, although they also warn that legal processes may force them to reveal personal information. One
company actively promotes this use to the police. DTC companies are not immune to data loss problems (3) - though in the quoted case the breach did not reveal any DNA data. The Golden State Killer Investigation (GSKI) has, however, confronted us with what is almost certainly an unethical approach, in which law enforcers appear to have bypassed the codes of informed consent by submitting material for DNA analysis under a false name. While 23andMe, for example, make it clear that it is a violation of their terms of service ‘for law enforcement officials to submit samples on behalf of a prisoner or someone in state custody who has been charged with a crime’ (4), that does not protect against ‘fishing expeditions’.

Few would argue against the forced collection of DNA from arrested individuals, especially when the crime is serious (5), and searches within a criminal database collection are done routinely because, it is argued, these individuals have forsaken their right to privacy. In contrast, no consent has been given by the contributors to a genealogical collection for their DNA to be used in a way that might implicate their relatives in a committed crime. This is true whether the data is held by one of the large DTC genetic companies or maintained by a group of individuals whose sole interest is the provision of ‘analysis tools for amateur and professional researchers and genealogists’ (6). Some jurisdictions will allow the testing and subsequent use of ‘abandoned’ DNA (as was also done in the GSKI) but it is unlikely that the information in a commercial database would be considered in that light unless the individual concerned has actively chosen to reveal their results openly to others.

James Watson became the second person to publish his entire DNA sequence (7) and the Personal Genome Project (PGP) aims to recruit 100,000 individuals who have donated their genome as a public resource for research (8). This puts participants and their relatives at risk as the PGP makes clear. It is not so clear, however, whether donors to DTC companies are aware of the inherent risk. The privacy and governance of genetic collections should be at the forefront of all providers’ minds, and information about both the benefits and risks to individuals should be clearly promoted, rather than buried in the small print. In 2007, the Nuffield Council reported that more than 40% of volunteers give unlimited consent for their DNA to be used in research (9); this data, although
anonymised, is subsequently monetised, at which point consent can no longer be withdrawn. The re-identification of anonymised data has already been shown to be possible and remains a current threat (10) until secure and reliable techniques of encryption become available. This could have an adverse effect on insurance provision and employment prospects both for the individual and their extended family. Withholding consent to research when a sample is provided may mean that the data is not shared with third parties, but it does not mean that a DTC company will not use the information to improve its profitability (11).

Familial searching is a ‘quantum leap’ (12) in forensic identification, and made even more significant today by the use of genealogical databases. Searching forensic databases has solved crimes in the UK, the US (13), and the Netherlands, in particular, but in many countries and most US States its use is currently explicitly or implicitly forbidden. At the end of 2016 only nine US States permitted familial testing and searching (14). Familial searching, or genetic proximity testing, was addressed by the European Court of Human Rights in 2008 when they argued that the ‘capacity of DNA profiles to provide a means of identifying genetic relationships between individuals’ interfered with the right to the private life of those individuals if such profiles were retained’. This highlights the ethical complexities of such testing (15) and the GSKI raises questions about the protection offered by the Fourth Amendment in the US in a digital age where genetic data is given or shared on a voluntary basis. Criminal DNA databases have also reinforced ideas about alleged criminality in certain families or particular demographics. It has been suggested that the use of this particular type of genealogy search might help to redress that imbalance, however, because the bulk of the stored data is held for European ancestries (16).

Consumers of DTC genealogy tests now have to confront the tension between the need to protect their own privacy and that of their close and distant relatives, and their strong desire to use this information for their own genealogical research. It is for them to choose between the two, but they need to be equipped to do so on an informed basis. The future governance of the use of such
databases for forensic purposes needs further serious thought. Erin Murphy considers that the practice will not become routine because of the amount of police effort needed to collect all of the non-genetic and genetic data (17) but the increasing power of data-mining algorithms might give the lie to that. It can also be argued that, because of the centricity of the current data collection, the approach is likely to be efficacious in the US only for crimes committed by individuals with mainly European ancestry.

The recent supposedly altruistic offer by 23andMe (18) and others of free tests to families separated at the US-Mexican border should be viewed with extreme concern. Despite their messages, genealogy companies are in business for profit and obtaining genetic information from minorities not well-represented on their databases is of significant value to them. How can we be confident about the validity of ‘informed consent’ given by such individuals if this policy is taken up – and how might the US Government use this data from ‘illegals’ in the future? We will need to negotiate an ethical boundary between individual rights and our common interests; and we will need to ensure that there are ethical voices involved in the making of decisions which are transparent, based on democratic integrity, and trusted by the public. As forensic geneticists, we must declare our concerns on international platforms so that they will be taken seriously in the future.
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